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**Name:** National Democratic Party of Germany

**Type of Organization:**
- Political party

**Ideologies and Affiliations:**
- Neo-fascist
- neo-Nazi
- ultranationalist

**Place of Origin:**
Hanover, Germany

**Year of Origin:**
1964

**Founder(s):**
Heinrich Fassbender, Friedrich Thielen, Adolf von Thadden, Wilhelm Gutmann

**Places of Operation:**
Germany

**Overview**

*Executive Summary:*

Germany’s National Democratic Party (*Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands* or NPD) is a far-right political party that advocates racist, anti-Semitic, and anti-Muslim views. According to the German intelligence service, the NPD rejects the concept of liberal democracy. The party is hostile towards both the United States and Israel. The party is opposed to multiculturalism and is concerned about the “foreign infiltration” (*Überfremdung*) of Germany, namely the perceived Americanization and Islamization of German society. The NPD considers the presence of immigrants in Germany—regardless of whether they hold German citizenship—to be an attack on the German ethnic community (*Volksgemeinschaft*) and advocates deporting immigrants to their respective countries of origin.

The NPD was founded in 1964. Despite some initial popularity among voters during the 1960s, the party was not able to sustain its success and became a marginalized political force for the subsequent three decades, during which time the group experienced financial difficulties and a steep decline in membership. Following German reunification in 1990, the NPD grew its support base in many of the regions of former East Germany, entering several state parliaments in the late-1990s. During this time, the NPD strategically repositioned itself by opening the party up to neo-Nazis and becoming more overtly radicalized. According to 2017 statistics from Germany’s domestic intelligence service (*Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz* or BfV), the NPD has a membership of 4,500 people.

According to the German intelligence service, the NPD opposes liberal democracy and appears to support an authoritarian state. Though the NPD officially rejects violence, racist gangs have reportedly carried out violence on behalf of the group. The NPD claims to pursue change through Germany’s democratic process but ultimately, according to the German Interior Ministry, the party’s intention is to systematically combat Germany’s democratic constitutional state. Although German authorities have charged the NPD with violating constitutional bans on Nazi symbols and propaganda, several attempts to
German authorities attempted to ban the NPD first in 2003, following a perceived rise in far-right crimes. The investigation collapsed, however, after it was revealed that many key party members were undercover law enforcement officers or paid informants. Following the discovery of the neo-Nazi terrorist cell National Socialist Underground (Nationalsozialistischer Untergrund or NSU), which reportedly murdered at least 10 people (mostly of Turkish origin) between 2000 and 2007, the German Federal Council (Bundesrat), a legislative body representing Germany’s 16 states, made a second attempt to ban the party in 2013.

The German Federal Council renewed their bid to make the party unconstitutional in March 2016, amidst a surge in anti-migrant rhetoric from the NPD and its followers, and a rise in far-right violence. In an unprecedented move, Germany’s top constitutional court opened a hearing into banning the group. On January 17, 2017, the Federal Constitutional Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) rejected the proposed ban on the NPD. The court noted that the NPD resembles the Nazi party and its objectives were unconstitutional, but ruled that the NPD did not have enough political weight to pose any actual threat to Germany’s democratic system. The NPD criticized the ruling but did not alter its ideological positions and, instead, reaffirmed its nationalist beliefs.

However, in June 2017, the German government passed legislation to deny federal funding to any political party with aims hostile to the German constitution in a move specifically intended to target the NPD and incapacitate it by other legal means. In early 2018, Germany’s constitutional bodies filed their applications with the Federal Constitutional Court, which ultimately decides whether the new legislation is applicable to the NPD. In response, however, the NPD submitted its complaint, stating that the new legislation itself was unconstitutional. The court’s decision is expected for 2019.

Though the party saw an upswing in support in the mid-2010s, the NPD has been losing voters to the competing far-right group Alternative for Germany (Alternative für Deutschland or AfD). In the September 2016 regional parliamentary elections for the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, the NPD’s proportion of votes fell below the 5 percent of votes needed to maintain a seat. As such, the NPD is no longer represented in any parliament in Germany, and was slated to lose about 1.3 million euros in state funding. Despite having faced a constitutional ban, major electoral setbacks, and a loss of federal funding, the group has retained substantial influence in parts of German civil society, and group’s leaders retained a degree of influence in Germany and in Europe. Former NPD chair Udo Voigt, for example, has served as an NPD representative in the European Parliament since 2014 and will run for re-election in May 2019. Before being elected as a Member of the European Parliament (MEP), Voigt had received a 10-month suspended sentence for incitement and expressing support for Hitler’s Schutzstaffel (SS).

In June 2018, the NPD began conducting street patrols in the cities of Berlin and Cottbus to establish so-called “safe zones” (Schutzzonen). The NPD claimed that small groups of volunteers were going to patrol city centers and subway stations to help ensure public safety due to “highly overburdened authorities [that] can no longer guarantee [it].” However, critics argued that the NPD campaign was merely an attempt to regain influence and recruit voters, as the volunteers left the premises quickly after posting pictures on social media. In January 2019, NPD party members launched street patrols in the Bavarian town of Amberg in response to a series of violent attacks perpetrated by asylum seekers. The assailants were aged between 17 and 19 and from Afghanistan, Syria, and Iran. The NPD posted pictures to social media of its members patrolling the town in vests labeled “We’re creating safe zones.” An NPD statement on Facebook declared, “When we say we will create protection zones in Amberg, we mean it.”

**Doctrine:**

The NPD is a far-right extremist political party and has been described by the German intelligence service as “racist, anti-Semitic and revisionist.” In the 1990s, the NPD radicalized further to the point of neo-Nazism. The NPD spreads militant
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racism, anti-Semitism, and hostility toward the United States, which the NPD considers to be "Jewish controlled." According to its official 2010 policy "Work. Family. Fatherland." (Arbeit. Familie. Vaterland), the NPD opposes multiculturalism due to concerns about the perceived "foreign infiltration" (Überfremdung) of Germany, in particular so-called Americanization and Islamization. The NPD also opposes same-sex marriage, which was legalized in Germany in June 2017.

The NPD promotes a nationalist form of "socialism" in an effort to resist immigration and the economic effects of globalization. According to the German intelligence service, the NPD opposes liberal democracy and appears to support an authoritarian state.

The NPD calls for reversing the post-World War II shift of the German-Polish border and restoring Germany’s borders to their status at the end of 1937. In addition, several NPD members have praised leading members of the Nazi party while seeking to revise the history of the Nazi period. In the course of the party’s radicalization since the 1990s, several militant neo-Nazis, among them individuals with previous criminal convictions, have become members of the NPD’s executive committee.

The NPD has also promoted anti-Muslim populist rhetoric. Party members have exaggerated or fabricated criminal offences committed by Muslims in order to fuel racism and anti-immigrant sentiments, as well as justify violence against refugees in Germany. For example, in December 2017, an Afghan refugee fatally stabbed his 15-year-old ex-girlfriend. The NPD responded on social media, falsely claiming that an increasing number of German women have become victims of "crimigrants" (Krimigranten), an invented defamatory compound word of criminals and immigrants. The NPD blamed the government’s open asylum policies, condemning that ruling “pro-immigration fanatics have opened the doors for killers and other criminals to Germany.” In August 2018, two refugees fatally stabbed a German man in Chemnitz. In response to false rumors that the German man was defending a woman from sexual assault, right-wing protestors—including NPD party members—took to the streets, leading to violent clashes with the police. In January 2019, NPD members launched street patrols to establish so-called “safe zones” in the Bavarian town of Amberg. The patrols were formed in response to a series of violent attacks by asylum seekers, aged between 17 and 19 from Afghanistan, Syria, and Iran.

German neo-Nazis continue to perpetuate racist ideas, including by saying that “members of other races always remain physically, mentally and spiritually a foreign body.” The NPD considers the presence of immigrants in Germany—regardless of whether they hold German citizenship—to be an attack on the German ethnic community (Volksgemeinschaft). Therefore, the NPD advocates deporting immigrants to their respective countries of origin. The NPD also advocates Germany’s exit from the European Union and NATO.

Organizational Structure:

The NPD is organized similarly to mainstream German political parties, in accordance with the German Political Parties Act. The group has a federal executive board and 16 state chapters, as well as several county- and regional-level entities. Udo Pastörs, a known hardliner, stepped down as interim chairman in November 2014. He was replaced by Frank Franz, who reportedly belongs to a more moderate wing of the NPD.

The party had a membership of 4,500 as of 2017, a considerable reduction compared to the party’s 1968 peak of approximately 28,000 members. In 1994, political scientist Jürgen W. Falter determined that three factors—namely dissatisfaction with the political elite, feelings of social disadvantage, and a general far-right extremist attitude—drive voters to elect far-right political parties in Germany. According to Falter, younger men from rural areas in Eastern Germany therefore represent the majority of NPD voters.

The NPD has four sub-groups, the Young Nationalists (Junge Nationalisten or JN; formerly known as Young Nationalist
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Democrats), the Circle of National Women (Ring Nationaler Frauen or RNF), the Local Politics Union of the NPD (Kommunalpolitische Vereinigung der NPD or KPV), and the German Voice Publishing Company (Deutsche Stimme Verlagsgesellschaft mbH or DS Verlag).

The NPD’s political work is based on what it calls a “four pillar strategy.” As part of its first pillar, “Fight for Hearts and Minds” (Kampf um die Köpfe), the NPD seeks to acquire public acceptance by means of “national revolutionary [sic] grass-roots work.” Secondly, under the “Fight for the Street” (Kampf um die Straße) pillar, the party aims to spread its ideology and influence public opinion. Under the third pillar, “Fight for the Parliaments” (Kampf um die Parlamente), the NPD endeavors to win seats in federal and regional parliamentary elections. Fourthly, the “Fight for the Organised Will” (Kampf um den organisierten Willen) pillar involves cooperating with various like-minded stakeholders to form a “comprehensive national opposition movement” under NPD leadership.

Financing:

Germany’s political party legislation mandates that each political party receives 0.85 euros in public funding for every valid vote it gets in European, federal, or regional elections until a party receives four million votes, after which it receives 0.70 euros per vote. In order to be eligible, parties must secure 0.5 percent of the vote in European or federal elections, and 1.0 percent in regional elections. Parties also receive 0.38 euros in public matching funds for every euro they receive in donations, up to 3,300 euros.

As a result of losing state parliamentary seats in the September 2016 regional elections in the northeastern state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania the NPD lost about 1.3 million euros in annual funding from the state. In addition, the NPD received only 0.4 percent of votes in the 2017 federal parliamentary elections, which further deteriorated the party’s financial situation. However, the NPD still received 852,000 euros from the state for 2017 and remained eligible for several tax benefits.

After the proposal to ban the NPD failed, the German parliament (Bundestag) voted to amend Article 21 of the German constitution and end financing for “anti-constitutional” parties on June 22, 2017. The measure was clearly targeted at the NPD. In early 2018, all three of Germany’s constitutional bodies—council, government, and parliament—filed their applications with the Federal Constitutional Court, which ultimately decides if the new legislation applies to the NPD. In response, the NPD submitted its complaint, stating that the new legislation itself was unconstitutional. The court’s decision is expected in 2019.

Since May 2014, the NPD is represented in the European Parliament with one member, Udo Voigt, and receives EU funding. The NPD is determined to keep its seat in the upcoming European election in May 2019.

In November 2013, the German Federal Constitutional Court fined the NPD 1.27 million euros due to errors in the party’s financial accounting. The fines were deducted from the NPD’s public funding.

5 “Right-wing Extremist Membership (Overall View),” Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (BfV), accessed December 15, 2016.


Key Leaders

**Udo Pastörs**
Former Interim Party Chairman, former Member of the State Parliament in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania

**Udo Voigt**
Former Party Chairman, Member of European Parliament (MEP)

**Frank Franz**
Party Chairman

**Ronny Zasowk**
Deputy Party Chair

**Thorsten Heise**
Deputy Chairman

**Stefan Köster**
Deputy Chairman, Head of the NPD Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania

**Frank Schwerdt**
Former Deputy Party Chairman (Deceased)

**Sascha Rossmüller**
Board Member

**Karl Richter**
Former Deputy Chairman, former Head of the NPD Bavaria

**Arne Schimmer**
Party Committee Member for Economic Policy

**Andreas Storr**
Former Federal Treasurer, former Member of the State Parliament in Saxony

**David Petersit**
Deputy Head of the NPD Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania

**Jürgen Gansel**
Former Member of the State Parliament in Saxony

**Christian Häger**
Head of Young Nationalists

**Patrick Wieschke**
Former Head of the NPD Thuringia

**Jörg Hanesi**
Former Head of the NPD Berlin
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History:

- **April 2018**: The German government decides to file an application with the Federal Constitutional Court to exclude the NPD from state financing and tax benefits for six years. Source: “Keine Staatliche Finanzierung für NPD,” Bundesministerium des Innern, April 18, 2018 [26].

- **June 2018**: The NPD organizes the “Days of National Movement,” a two-day event in Thuringia with music and speeches. Source: “Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD),” Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, accessed April 1, 2019, [20].

- **August 2018**: The festival features white power music and martial art events, and attracts approximately 1,900 attendees. Source: “Nationaldemokratische Europa – creating counterculture.”

- **November 2018**: NPD sympathizers and known NPD politicians, including party chairman Frank Franz and MEP Udo Voigt, participate in an anti-immigrant campaign on Twitter, called #Abschiebemobil. They post pictures of themselves with a sign indicating individuals who should be deported, including German political opponents of foreign descent. Source: “#Abschiebemobil: Rechte Hasskampagne sorgt für Empörung,” Der Standard, April 3, 2019 [27].


- **January 2019**: NPD party members launch street patrols in the Bavarian town of Amberg in response to a series of violent attacks by asylum seekers. The assailants are aged between 17 and 19 and are reportedly from Afghanistan, Syria, and Iran. The NPD posts pictures on social media of its members patrolling the town in vests labeled “We’re creating safe zones.” An NPD statement on Facebook declares, “When we say we will create protection zones in Amberg, we mean it.” Sources: Isolde Stöcker-Gietl, “Die NPD patrouiliert in Amberg,” Mittellandbayerische Zeitung, January 2, 2019, [29]; Chase Winter, “Police refute claims of far-right patrols after migrant attacks,” Deutsche Welle, January 3, 2019 [30].

- **June 2018**: Two refugees fatally stab a German man in Chemnitz. In response to false rumors that the German man was defending a woman from sexual assault, right-wing protesters—including NPD party members—take to the streets, leading to violent clashes with the police. Source: Katharina Meyer zu Eppendorf and Max Holscher, “Der Schauermarsch,” Spiegel Online, September 1, 2018 [31].

- **August 2018**: Approximately 680 far-right extremists—including NPD members—march through Berlin to commemorate the 31st anniversary of the death of Hitler’s deputy, Rudolf Heß. They request the release of governmental files, believing he was murdered by British soldiers and his death was declared suicide as a cover-up. Source: “NPD und ihre „Schutzzonen“-Kampagne,” Register Berlin, accessed April 4, 2019, [32].

- **March 2019**: The German parliament decides, with 548 out of 627 members voting in favor, to file an application with the Federal Constitutional Court to exclude the NPD from state financing and tax benefits for six years. Source: “Ausschluss der NPD von staatlicher Parteienfinanzierung beschlossen,” Deutscher Bundestag, April 26, 2018 [33].

- **August 2018**: The NPD launches street patrols to establish so-called “safe zones” (Schutzzonen) in several cities throughout Germany. Critics believe the campaign is merely an attempt to regain relevance and recruit voters. Sources: Robert Wagner, “Vorbestrafte Neonazis sorgen für rassistische ‘Schutzzonen’,” Belltower.News, accessed April 4, 2019, [34]; Isolde Stöcker-Gietl, “Die NPD patrouiliert in Amberg,” Mittellandbayerische Zeitung, January 2, 2019, [29].

- **June 2018**: A far-right protest ends in violence as NPD party members—take to the streets, leading to violent clashes with the police. Source: “Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD),” Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, accessed April 3, 2019, [20].

- **August 2018**: The event attracts 2,250 visitors. Source: “Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NPD),” Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, accessed April 1, 2019, [20].

- **February 2018**: The German Federal Council is the first constitutional body to file an application with the Federal Constitutional Court to exclude the NPD from state financing and tax benefits for six years. Source: “Bundesländer wollen NPD den Geldhahn zudrehen,” Süddeutsche Zeitung, February 2, 2018 [35].
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- **June 22, 2017:** In a move specifically intended to target and incapacitate the NPD, the German parliament amends Article 21 of the German constitution to deny funding to any “anti-constitutional” political party. The new law could deny the NPD access to federal funding for at least six years. Sources: Jefferson Chase, “Bundestag cancels German government funding of non-democratic parties,” Deutsche Welle, June 22, 2017. [19]; “Bundestag: Deutschland verbietet den Nationaldemokratischen Bund,” Süddeutsche Zeitung, June 22, 2017. [20].

- **June 13, 2017:** Former NPD member and lawyer Horst Mahler is extradited to Germany, after having fled to Hungary in April in an effort to avoid imprisonment. In 2009, Mahler was sentenced to 10 years in prison for repeated incitement to racial hatred and for denying the Holocaust. He was temporarily released in 2015 due to a serious illness, but his release was rescinded in late 2016 and he was obligated to return to prison. Source: “Hungary hands over Holocaust denier Horst Mahler to Germany,” Deutsche Welle, June 13, 2017. [21].

- **November 8, 2016:** After seeking an appeal of his six-month suspended sentence from a district court, NPD politician Marcel Zech receives a sentence of eight years in prison for exposing a tattoo on his back depicting a Nazi concentration camp. Source: “German far-right politician sentenced to jail for Nazi death camp tattoo,” Deutsche Welle, November 8, 2016. [22].

- **October 27, 2016:** The European Court of Human Rights dismisses NPD claims that it is facing discrimination, citing legal options available to NPD members in Germany. Source: “European judges rule against German neo-Nazi NPD in discrimination case,” Deutsche Welle, October 27, 2016. [23].

- **September 2016:** In the regional parliamentary election of the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, the NPD gains less than the 5 percent of the vote that it needs to maintain a seat, meaning that it is no longer represented in any German parliament. Source: Ben Knight, “The rise and fall of Germany’s ‘neo-Nazi’ NPD,” Deutsche Welle, September 7, 2016. [24].

- **March 1, 2016:** Germany’s Federal Constitutional Court in Karlsruhe opens a hearing to ban the NPD. Germany’s Federal Council makes the request and argues that the party is racist and anti-Semitic and “constitutes a threat to Germany’s democratic order.” The hearing is a historical rarity, only the court is able to declare a party unconstitutional if its goals or actions undermine democracy or threaten the Federal Republic’s existence. Sources: Cas Mudde, “Germany wants to ban the neo-Nazis of NPD again, but why now?” Guardian (London), March 4, 2016. [25]; “Germany’s Top Court is Urged to Ban Extreme-Right Party NPD,” Wall Street Journal, March 2, 2016. [26]; “NPD-Verbotsverfahren: Verhandlungstermine am 1., 2. und 3. März 2016 jeweils um 10.00 Uhr,” Bundesverfassungsgericht, December 7, 2015. [27].

- **December 22, 2015:** Marcel Zech, an NPD party member and town councilman, receives a six-month suspended sentence for his tattoo that depicts a Nazi concentration camp with the entrance slogan “To each his own” (Jedem das Seine). Zech had faced up to five years of imprisonment for racial hatred and incitement. Source: Agence France-Presse, “German far-right politicians avoids jail in Auschwitz tattoo trial,” Guardian (London), December 22, 2015. [28].

- **September 28, 2015:** The NPD wins an injunction filed in August, effectively overturning the previous ban against an NPD visit with refugees.
Five NPD politicians visit the refugee facility in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, also a site of violent skirmishes between right-wing extremists and security forces. Upon seeing the camp, former NPD interim chairman Udo Pastörs criticizes the “abundance” of the camp and comments on the lack of pork served during lunch, claiming people who eat pork were discriminated against, despite most of the refugees being Muslim. Source: “German right-wingers push through with controversial refugee home visit,” Deutsche Welle, September 28, 2015, http://www.dw.com/en/german-right-wingers-push-through-with-controversial-refugee-home-visit/a-18746923 [63].


- **August 13, 2015:** German officials deny NPD representatives’ requests to talk to refugees and asylum-seekers housed in the northern German state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania. The party persists and files an injunction that would force the government to allow a visit, stating their right to be informed as lawmakers. Source: “German far-right legislators push to ‘inspect’ a refugee center,” Deutsche Welle, August 13, 2015, http://www.dw.com/en/german-far-right-legislators-push-to-inspect-a-refugee-center/18048473 [66].

- **June 2015:** Berlin’s Constitutional Court overturns a prohibition on an NPD march in Gelsenkirchen, where the FIFA World Cup games are being held. This overturns a state court decision in North Rhine-Westphalia to ban the event, since the march would pose “an immediate threat to public security.” Police accuse the NPD of organizing the march to denigrate dark-skinned soccer players. The NPD goes on to hold multiple additional marches around this time. Source: “Soccer-World-German court clears march far-right march,” ABC News, June 9, 2015, http://abcnews.go.com/Sports/soccer-world-german-court-clears-march/story?id=31475674 [67].

- **April 7, 2015:** Germany ramps up the debate on whether or not to ban the NPD following the resignation of Tröglitz’s mayor and recent attack on an asylum housing complex. Deutsche Welle notes that it is unclear whether an investigation will be able to provide the necessary evidence for a ban in Germany, which would require that the party both approves of xenophobia and is actively engaged in propagating xenophobia and racism in the country. Source: “Tröglitz is everywhere,” says Saxony-Anhalt state premier,” Deutsche Welle (Berlin), April 7, 2015, http://www.dw.com/en/german-right-wingers-push-through-with-controversial-refugee-home-visit/a-18746923 [68].


- **March 2015:** Mayor Markus Nieth of Tröglitz resigns due to security concerns after the NPD plans to protest his immigration policies. The NPD cancels the protest, scheduled to take place in front of the mayor’s house. Source: Louise Osborne, “German village’s mayor quits over neo-Nazi protest permitted outside his home,” Guardian (London), March 9, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/mar/09/german-village-troeglitz-mayor-quits-neo-nazi-protest [70].

- **February 2015:** The NPD cancels a protest in Freiburg after members fail to board the correct train. The demonstration was to protest alleged discrimination against an NPD member. Source: Ben Knight, “German neo-Nazi party cancels protest after boarding wrong train,” Guardian (London), February 2, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/feb/02/german-neo-nazi-party-cancels-protest-boarding-wrong-train [71].

- **December 16, 2014:** The NPD loses its case against German politician Manuela Schwesig (Social Democratic Party), whom the party accuses of failing to remain neutral during a political campaign. These accusations are borne from statements such as, “The number one goal is that the NPD does not make it into the parliament.” According to the Federal Constitutional Court, Schwesig was merely stating her political opinion and did not damage “the NPD’s right to a level playing field.” Source: “Far-right NPD party loses case over German minister’s opinion,” Deutsche Welle (Berlin), December 16, 2014, http://www.dw.com/en/far-right-npd-party-looses-case-over-german-ministers-opinion/a-18134279 [72].


- **August 30, 2014:** Former NPD candidate Steffen Richter reportedly threatens Katharina König, a member of the far-left party Die Linke, while she is campaigning. Richter references an earlier beating König had suffered by a group of right-wing extremists. Source: Andres Speit, “Wir klären das wie in den 90ern,” taz.de, September 2, 2014, http://www.taz.de/1452015 [76].

- **May 22, 2014:** In European Parliament elections, the NPD receives 1 percent of the vote in Germany, translating into one MEP, former NPD Chairman Udo Voigt.
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- **April 7, 2014:** The NPD’s federal executive committee ousts neo-Nazi Thomas Wulff from his role as head of the Hamburg NPD section, following an incident in which Wulff described himself as a national socialist during a regional party conference.
  The committee’s move occurs against the backdrop of a looming decision by the German Constitutional Court on whether to allow new proceedings to ban the NPD. Wulff had been a member of the NPD since 2004 and is thought to have been responsible for recruiting new NPD members from among militant neo-Nazis. Source: Christina Hebel, “Verbotsverfahren: NPD-Spitze wirft Neonazi Wulff aus dem Amt,” Spiegel Online, April 7, 2014, http://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/npd-wirft-neonazi-thomas-wulff-aus-amt-a-962951.html [79].

- **January 10, 2014:** Udo Pastors, a known supporter of neo-Nazism, becomes the interim leader of the NPD.

- **December 19, 2013:** Holger Apfel steps down as chair of the NPD and leader of the NPD parliamentary group in the Saxony parliament citing health reasons.

- **December 3, 2013:** The German Federal Council applies for the German Constitutional Court to open proceedings to ban the NPD due to the party’s “degrading racism” and “recognizable affinity” for the Nazis.

- **November 13, 2011:** Holger Apfel becomes the new chairman of the NPD.

- **December 2010:** During municipal elections in the city of Trier, the head of the local NPD, Safet Babic, reportedly takes part in an attack on a 21-year-old student who had ripped down NPD election posters.

- **June 4, 2010:** NPD party chairman Udo Voigt attempts to temper the party’s thuggish image to appeal to a broader spectrum of voters. The party’s neo-Nazi faction successfully blocks Voigt’s efforts.

- **August 30, 2009:** The NPD fails to build on its previous strong election results in Saxony, earning just 5.6 percent of the vote and barely maintaining a presence in the state parliament.

- **August 2009:** NPD city council member Axel Thiemie hits a student demonstrator in Dortmund in the face, smashing his glasses and injuring his eye.

- **February 1, 2009:** State authorities renew their attempts to ban the NPD.

- **September 17, 2006:** The NPD earns representation in the state parliament of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania for the first time, securing 7.3 percent of the vote and six seats.

- **September 19, 2004:** The NPD secures 9.2 percent of the vote in state elections in Saxony, Eastern Germany, entering the state parliament for the first time by winning 12 seats.

- **September 1, 2004:** To avoid competition, the NPD forms a pact with the German People’s Union (Deutsche Volksunion or DVU).
The less extreme Republicans, another German right-wing party, refuse to cooperate with the NPD, arguing that they respect the German constitution and reject the “systemic changes” that the NPD advocates. Source: “German Far-right Aims for National Alliance,” Deutsche Welle, September 23, 2004, http://www.dw.de/german-far-right-aims-for-national-alliance/a-1530150-1 [91].


**March 1, 2003:** The German Constitutional Court announces its decision to stop proceedings to ban the NPD. The court argues that it could not differentiate which of the NPD’s problematic activities (which German institutions had raised in their applications to ban the party) had been initiated by the NPD itself and which ones government moles had initiated. Source: Joachim Wolf, “Die NPD Verbotsdebatte 2000-2006,” Bundeszentrale fuer politische Bildung, November 8, 2006, http://www.bzb.de/politik/extremismus/rechtsextremismus/41472/die-ndp-verbotsdebatte-2000-2006 [92]. “Warum das NPD-Verbotsverfahren scheiterte,” Süddeutsche Zeitung, May 17, 2010, http://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/hintergrund-warum-das-ndp-verbotsverfahren-scheiterte-1.827456 [93].


**June 2000 - October 2000:** The German government is alarmed by the growing number of violent crimes with a potential right-wing extremist background following the murder of a man from Mozambique by neo-Nazis in June, a bomb attack on a group of Jewish immigrants from Russia in July, and an arson attack on a synagogue in October. Though the bomb attack against the group of Jewish immigrants was never solved and the arson attack was committed by two Arabs, at the time the events appear to confirm a worrying rise in the number of crimes with a potential far-right background. At the same time, the NPD, functioning as the political branch of the far right, appears to grow more confident. Source: Joachim Wolf, “Die NPD Verbotsdebatte 2000-2006,” Bundeszentrale fuer politische Bildung, November 8, 2006, http://www.bzb.de/politik/extremismus/rechtsextremismus/41472/die-ndp-verbotsdebatte-2000-2006 [92].


**March 1996:** Udo Voigt takes over the NPD leadership. While he does not explicitly abandon Deckert’s thematic priorities, he distances himself from the traditional principle of anti-communism and instead advocates for the party to focus more on socio-economic themes, culminating in a call for a “national socialism.” Voigt opens the party to militant, younger neo-Nazis, who have since risen in the party’s ranks and explicitly address the East Germans. The party’s membership subsequently grows. Sources: Armin Pfahl-Traugher, Der “zweite Frühling” der NPD (Berlin: Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, 2008), 24; http://www.kas.de/wf/doc;kas_143496-541-30.pdf [27]; Torsten Oppelland, “Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands,” Bundeszentrale fuer politische Bildung, June 5, 2017, http://www.bzb.de/politik/grundfragen/parteien-in-deutschland/kleinparteien/42203/mpd [3].

**June 1991:** Former NPD deputy national chairman Günter Deckert becomes party leader. He tries to reposition the party by focusing on xenophobic issues and playing down the crimes of the Nazis. Deckert also lends support to Holocaust deniers and is later sentenced to prison. Under his leadership, the NPD loses a substantial amount of members (decreasing from 6,500 members in 1990 to just 3,500 members in 1996) and accumulates further debt. Sources: Armin Pfahl-Traugher, Der “zweite Frühling”
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- **1973 - 1977:** Poor election results usher in a period of increased infighting within the NPD, leading to the development of two main factions within the party.

  The final entry into the German parliament.


- **September 28, 1969:** The NPD fails to translate its recent municipal and state electoral successes into seats in the German parliament, securing only 4.3 percent of the vote in national elections. (In Germany, parties are required to secure 5 percent of the vote in order to win seats in parliament.) Source: “Election to the 6th German Bundestag on 28 September 1969,” The Federal Returning Officer, accessed November 29, 2014, http://www.bundeswahlleiter.de/en/bundestagswahlen/firstbundestagswahlen/btw1969.html [102].

- **1967:** The NPD enjoys the support of 28,000 members. Between 1965 and 1969, the NPD secures a total of 61 seats in seven state parliaments as well as 600 electoral offices on the municipal and regional levels. Sources: “Die Geschichte der NPD,” MDR, February 21, 2013, http://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/rechtsextremismus1860_zc-e9a95d7e_zs-ec41746f.html [103]; Richard Stoess, Rechtsextremismus im vereinten Deutschland (Berlin: Friedrich-Ebert Stiftung, 2000), 51.


- **November 6, 1966:** Fueled by an emerging economic downturn and a “grand coalition” government (coalition of the two major parties) that essentially eliminated an effective opposition, the NPD rides its growing appeal among voters to its first significant electoral showing at the state election in Hesse, winning 7.9 percent of the vote. Sources: Richard Stoess, Rechtsextremismus im vereinten Deutschland (Berlin: Friedrich-Ebert Stiftung, 2000), 50; “Landtagswahlen Hessen 1966,” wahl.tagesschau.de, accessed November 29, 2014, http://wahl.tagesschau.de/wahlen/1966-11-06-LT-DE-HZE [108].

- **September 19, 1965:** The NPD secures only 2 percent of the vote in federal parliamentary elections, and thus missed the entry into the German parliament. Source: “Election to the 5th German Bundestag on 19 September 1965,” The Federal Returning Officer, http://www.bundeswahlleiter.de/en/bundestagswahlen/firstbundestagswahlen/btw1965.html [109].
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Violent history:

- **February 13, 1999:** A group of young right-wing extremists chase asylum-seeker Omar Ben Noui through the small town of Guben in Brandenburg. In his panic, Noui kicks in a glass door, injures himself, and bleeds to death. One of the men involved in the pursuit is Alexander Bode, who is sentenced to two years in prison. During Bode’s trial, he allegedly damages a memorial marker to Omar Ben Noui. Nine years later, Bode becomes an NPD candidate in a municipal election in Guben.55

- **Summer 2000:** Right-wing extremists attack a Turkish kebab shop. Among them is Patrick Wieschke, a future member of the NPD’s federal executive committee, who is sentenced to two-and-a-half years in prison.56

- **2004:** Together with other NPD members, then-deputy head of the NPD in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Stefan Koester, beats a young woman during a demonstration. He is convicted for the attack in 2006.57

- **August 2009:** NPD city council member Axel Thieme hits a student demonstrator in the face in Dortmund, smashing his glasses and injuring his eye. A court convicts Thieme in February 2011 for assault and orders him to pay a fine.58

- **December 2010:** During municipal elections in the city of Trier, the local NPD head Safet Babic participates in an attack on a 21-year-old student who had ripped down NPD election posters. Babic is convicted and loses his appeals. Following his conviction, he is barred from serving on the city council.59

- **August 30, 2014:** Former NPD candidate Steffen Richter threatens Katharina König, a member of the far-left party Die Linke, while she is campaigning. Richter references an earlier beating König had suffered by a group of right-wing extremists.60

- **April 2015:** A building complex in Tröglitz meant to house approximately 40 individuals who are granted asylum is burned down. Media reports connect the incident to NPD anti-immigrant protests in Tröglitz a month prior.61

- **August 2015:** During Chancellor Angela Merkel’s visit to a refugee center in Heidenau, near Dresden, anti-immigrant protests erupt. Several hundred neo-Nazis and members of the NPD throw stones and bottles at the police while yelling “Heil Hitler!” Head of NPD Saxony, Jens Baur, views the Heidenau protests as a “great success” for his party, claiming he and his men organized the protests and demonstrations against the recent influx of refugees.62

- **August 26, 2018:** Two refugees fatally stab a German man in Chemnitz. In response to false rumors that the German man was defending a woman from sexual assault, right-wing protestors—including NPD party members—take to the streets, leading to violent clashes with the police.63

---
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Designations:

**Designations by the U.S. Government:**
None.

**Designations by Foreign Governments and Organizations:**
None.
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Associations:

Ties to extremist entities:

Alternative for Germany (Alternative für Deutschland or AfD)

The NPD reportedly lost popular support and electoral votes due to the rapid rise of the right-wing nationalist AfD. Nonetheless, in 2016, AfD politicians in the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania offered to support and cooperate with the NPD if they both win seats in the subsequent state parliamentary elections. According to the German newspaper Zeit in March 2018, some AfD parliamentarians have employed individuals with known far-right extremist and racist backgrounds, including supporters of the NPD and others. In August 2018, far-right protestors—including NPD and AfD party members as well as known neo-Nazis—took to the streets in response to a fatal stabbing attack of a German man by two refugees in Chemnitz.

Freedom Party of Austria (Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs or FPÖ) (officially until 2010)

National Rally (formerly National Front) (France; officially until 2013)

As recently as August 2013, an official delegation of the National Front participated in a NPD meeting.

Jobbik

Reports indicate both Jobbik and the NPD are interested in establishing links between the two groups. In February 2007, then NPD chairman Udo Voigt travelled to Budapest for an annual meeting of European neo-Nazis. In addition, in 2008, the NPD publication Deutsche Stimme published an interview with Jobbik’s then-chairman Gábor Vona. The interview was conducted by Benedikt Frings, a former NPD candidate in the 2005 regional election in North Rhine-Westphalia. The NPD has said that it seeks to build “informal contacts” with Jobbik.
Hizb ut-Tahrir is an Islamist group which has been banned in Germany since 2003. In October 2002, leading members of the NPD, including then-chairman Udo Voigt and the party’s former lawyer Horst Mahler, took part in a Hizb ut-Tahrir event at a Berlin university.\(^1\)

Alliance for Peace and Freedom (APF)

In 2014, former NPD chairman and newly elected MEP Udo Voigt formed the European political party “Alliance for Peace and Freedom” (APF) together with former chairman of the British National Party Nick Griffin and leader of the Italian Forza Nouva Roberto Fiore. APF also built close ties with Hungary’s ultranationalist party Jobbik and the Greek far-right party Golden Dawn. Overall, however, the attempt to advance European-wide cooperation among far-right political parties appeared to have been unsuccessful. In May 2018, the European Union adopted new legislation restricting the funding of European political parties and their think tanks in response to certain exploitative practices. Subsequently, in September, the APF and its affiliated think tank Europa Terra Nostra was officially deregistered by the European Union, leading to its defunding for 2019.\(^2\)
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NPD officials appear to be in contact with Russian President Vladimir Putin and his circle. In 2012, the NPD chapter in Saxony-Anhalt stated in a publication, “While the West is getting increasingly tangled up in the web of Zionist wizards, Putin is leading his Russia boldly to new strength, freedom and independence. The German people can only dream of such political heroes at the moment.” According to the NPD, “a mental and national rebirth of Europe can only take place on the pillars of a Russian-German friendship.” During the Ukraine crisis in 2014, the NPD has sided firmly with Russia, arguing that the problem was the European Union’s actions, not Russian expansionism, and rejecting Ukrainian membership in NATO. In 2015, Russia’s nationalist Rodina party invited politicians from several far-right political parties—including the NPD, Greece’s Golden Dawn, and the British National Party—to discuss “traditional values” of family and Christianity. In July 2017, MEP Udo Voigt criticized the recent extension of EU sanctions against Russia, calling it short-sighted, hypocritical, and self-sabotaging for Germany. In March 2018, he congratulated Putin for his re-election, explaining that “the ones who want to work together with Russia today are right. Russia, not America, is the natural partner of the Europeans.”

In the past, the NPD has sought to demonstrate its solidarity with the Islamic Republic of Iran and particularly former President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Thus, NPD officials hoped for Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad “as a potential ally for a new Germany.” The NPD youth organization congratulated Ahmadinejad on his re-election: They were happy that Ahmadinejad did not shun “the confrontation with the capitalist world power USA and its Zionist pedants Israel. […] His fearless standing up for the disenfranchised and oppressed Palestinians and for the freedom of research in contemporary history earned him the hatred of the Zionist rulers of Israel and the U.S.” One example of this “freedom of research” that the NPD youth mentioned was a Holocaust denial conference that the Iranian leadership held in December 2006. During the 2006 football world championship in Germany, the NPD staged several protests to demonstrate its solidarity with Iran. The NPD’s then-chair, Udo Voigt, even wrote on the party website that “Germany and the world need a visit of the Iranian head of state.” During an interview with Iranian journalists in 2010, Voigt downplayed the Holocaust, saying, “The six million cannot be true. No more than 340,000 could have died in Auschwitz. The Jews always say that because one Jew died and because he is a Jew, it is a crime. But there is a difference if we pay for 6 million or for 340,000.” In January 2018, Voigt, as a Member of European Parliament, advocated during a parliamentary session to lift all sanctions against Iran. Although the European Council previously lifted nuclear-related economic and financial sanctions against Iran, restrictive measures related to violations of human rights remained in force. Voigt criticized the lack of sanctions against the United States, Saudi Arabia, and Israel, who he perceived have violated human rights and committed war crimes.

In March 2019, a delegation of far-right extremist European politicians—including Voigt—met with Hezbollah’s foreign affairs head Ammar Al-Moussawi in Beirut to “express support for the Lebanese terrorist organization’s fight against the Jewish state,” according to the Jerusalem Post.

Ties to other groups:

The NPD is believed to have a number of connections to neo-Nazi groups. In November 2011, the anti-fascist blog Gamma published data from an online chat forum called “Hard to Hate,” which was allegedly used by some leading neo-Nazis. The data was provided by a former member of the forum and dates back to 2009. In the forum, one member, an alleged former NPD candidate during local government elections in 2009, stated that the NPD is nothing more than “a pragmatic tool for
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our political work.” At a different point, the member declared that the NPD youth organization should “establish itself as a closed ideological unit to develop leaders and personalities based on the [national socialist] model.” The 2013 intelligence report of the Interior Ministry of the state of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania appeared to echo these assertions, stating that “the neo-Nazi squad appears to pursue the goal of using the NPD as a vehicle for their own political ambitions.”

67 Benjamin Weinthal, “German Neo-Nazi Politician Meets Hezbollah, Supports Terror Against Israel,” Jerusalem Post, March 24, 2019,
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Media Coverage:

Analysis of Group

Almost since its inception in the 1960s, the NPD was widely discussed in the German and at times international media. Described by the German Intelligence service as “racist, anti-Semitic and revisionist” and staunchly opposed by the German political establishment, media reports of the party are quick to point out its xenophobic and anti-democratic character. Given the extreme views propagated by the party and against the backdrop of Germany’s World War II legacy, the NPD’s electoral success has been received by the media with shock and consternation. While the NPD’s views and actions were universally rejected by media outlets, opinion varied on the most effective way to deal with the challenge the party posed to Germany’s young democracy. Given the current collapse of approval for the NPD among its former supporters and the financial difficulties the party faces, recent media reports have concluded that the NPD has failed to modernize and is likely to become increasingly more extreme.

The discovery in 2011 of the neo-Nazi terrorist cell National Socialist Underground (NSU), which is believed to be responsible for the murder of 10 people, mostly of Turkish origin, sent shockwaves through the German political system. The failure of German police and intelligence agencies to uncover the activities of the group for so long, and the scale of the group’s crimes, led to a new debate on the threat of right-wing extremism in Germany. During the investigation into the NSU’s activities, an overlap between NSU members and the NPD were uncovered. While direct links between the NSU and NPD have been hard to prove, newspapers pointed to the ideological role that the NPD had played in establishing an environment where violent right-wing extremist ideas could flourish. The left-wing TAZ argued in this context that “The NSU could only survive 14 years in the underground because they could rely on a legal operating network...” and held the NPD responsible for a “mental brutalization.”

Attempts by German government bodies to ban the NPD have been widely discussed in the press. Some view the current second attempt by the Bundesrat to ban the party as an insufficient way to deal with the challenges that the NPD poses. The conservative Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung argued that “a ban, which can only target the organization and not the views that are associated with it, will ultimately strengthen the forces, which view the current system as sordid and undemocratic.” The newspaper went on to ask, “[W]here is the debate around [the issue of xenophobia]? Why does no one dare to tell the sad supporters of raciology that they are not at all nationally disposed (...)?” The Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ), on the other hand, strongly supports banning the party, arguing that “the NPD (...) is anti-constitutional to its bones because it believes in an ethnically defined concept of humanity, which denies immigrants fundamental human rights.”

While the SZ does not view the NPD as a direct threat to Germany’s democracy, it argues that the party should be banned “because the lessons from the Hitler regime include a firm defence of the dignity of human beings.”

---

Rhetoric:

Udo Voigt, NPD Member of European Parliament, 2014 [140]

“We want to make sure that even in 50 years' time an Italian, a Frenchman, an Englishman, an Irishman and a German are still recognizable as European and cannot be mistaken for Ghanaians or Chinese.”

Udo Voigt, NPD Member of European Parliament, 2014 [141]

“We say Europe is the continent of white people and it should remain that way.”

Udo Voigt, NPD Member of European Parliament, 2014 [142]

“We want to make sure that even in 50 years' time an Italian, a Frenchman, an Englishman, an Irishman and a German are still recognizable as European and cannot be mistaken for Ghanaians or Chinese.”

NPD slogan, European parliamentary election, 2014 [143]

“Money for granny instead of Sinti and Roma.”

Udo Voigt, NPD Member of European Parliament, 2014 [144]

“We say Europe is the continent of white people and it should remain that way.”

Udo Pastörs, December 2013 [145]

There will be no “mercy” for German democrats on the “day of reckoning.”

NPD Hamburg chapter website, October 16, 2013 [146]

“The puppets of Zion include next to Barack Obama nearly all politicians of the Federal Republic of Germany and the western world... Israel is a source of unrest in the Muslim world and took part in many murders and wars... George W. Bush and the other ‘hawks’ always talk about a last war that is meant to lead to peace. To think this thought to its logical end can only lead to the demand: ‘Bombs on Israel.’”

NPD Bavaria Facebook page, April 4, 2013 [147]

“It may be that our opponents are causing us a bit of extra work but that doesn’t bother us. They achieve with these measures only that the contempt for this system of so called democrats becomes even bigger and that the resistance against the dictatorship of self-
proclaimed do-gooders will be even firmer.\textsuperscript{105}

**NPD youth organization, 2009** \textsuperscript{148}

“The youth group congratulated Iran’s then-president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, on his re-election, praising him for not shunning “the confrontation with the capitalist world power USA and its Zionist pedants Israel. […] His fearless standing up for the disenfranchised and oppressed Palestinians and for the freedom of research in contemporary history earned him the hatred of the Zionist rulers of Israel and the U.S.”\textsuperscript{106}

**Udo Voigt, then-party chair, January 2005** \textsuperscript{149}

“We would like to thank them for building the foundation for the chancellery of the new German Reich.”\textsuperscript{107}

**Udo Voigt, then-party chair, January 2005** \textsuperscript{150}

“We would like to thank them for building the foundation for the chancellery of the new German Reich.”\textsuperscript{108}

**Udo Pastörs, 1992** \textsuperscript{151}

Recent violent, racist riots are an expression of “justifiable anger” and the commemoration of the victims of racist violence is “filth.”\textsuperscript{109}

**Document of the NPD party executive** \textsuperscript{152}

“An African, Asian or Oriental will never be German, because the bestowal of printed paper (the German passport) does not alter the biological heredity. (…) Therefore, members of other races will always remain physically, mentally and spiritually foreign bodies.”\textsuperscript{110}

**NDP youth wing publication** \textsuperscript{153}

“[A] monkey can learn to use a light switch but he will never understand why the light turns on and off… In the same way can African and Asian people assimilate to Europeans by adopting their behaviors and clothes. But they will never be Europeans because that’s not what they are.”\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{88} Michelle Martin, “German party accused of neo-Nazi traits set for EU parliament,” Reuters, May 21, 2014, \url{http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/21/us-eu-election-germany-neonazis-idUSBREA4K0DY20140521} [26].

\textsuperscript{89} Michelle Martin, “German party accused of neo-Nazi traits set for EU parliament,” Reuters, May 21, 2014, \url{http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/21/us-eu-election-germany-neonazis-idUSBREA4K0DY20140521} [26].

\textsuperscript{90} Michelle Martin, “German party accused of neo-Nazi traits set for EU parliament,” Reuters, May 21, 2014, \url{http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/21/us-eu-election-germany-neonazis-idUSBREA4K0DY20140521} [26].

\textsuperscript{91} Michelle Martin, “German party accused of neo-Nazi traits set for EU parliament”, Reuters, May 21, 2014, \url{http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/05/21/us-eu-election-germany-neonazis-idUSBREA4K0DY20140521} [26].
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